I'd like to present the prime crew

expedition 26 27 commander dmitry kondratyev
father jana the transport vehicle paolo nespoli
important janira Romola good and flight engineer

Catherine Coleman little shoe department

backup crew somebody to keep order

commander anatoly ivanishin
fried engineer Satoshi Furukawa
and if I'd engineer michael Fossum
please go ahead

without questions hello I like to say a

few words about your questions please

ask the one by one okay go ahead you

have any souvenirs and personal items
that will be helpful when you are in orbit and one more question whether your families are going to see you off and if yes so what are they going to make sure the Baikonur the Holy this man uses a talisman or mascot in zero gee I don't think I'm going to take any because we have so many souvenirs so many talismans so many superstitions I don't think it's worth it my parents will send it off at the Baikonur and i'm going to say bye to my wife and my kids here in the last night because a the kid is really small little bit too much of a trouble to tell
him to down to back and run back to

Russia don't you see

would someone as far as my personal

items so I'm going to take a few photos

in digital form and my wife and I agreed

on using modern means of communication

and she promised to keep sending me each

and every day may be made less often the

photos of our kids of herself and this

is something which can be really done

and which is very feasible and we have

IP phone so we can call each other I'm

gonna call the ground talk risk uh

slings what you thought if I gave you


and this is very good psychological support as well just naturally some more questions Kevin hasn't answered the question yet well I'm not probably going to manage my talisman but my personal items I normally have a tiger a small toy tiger because my friend and my son is 10 years old and because of my job up to travel we have had a training here at just to see you have trainings and simulations in Germany in the US over the world and no family with us so i keep taking the small tiger with me and I normally take pictures and width of this tiger and then my son knows what
his mother has done today and this will

be the same for the space our family's

going to say offered beckoner yes my son

and my husband son

so think it will make the pie answer in

English so it would be a little bit more

precise the money started with

installation I also don't have a

talismanic first said but have a little

toy that I asked my wife to send here

it's a little tight for my daughter I

was a year and a half and we'll see

maybe we'll make it to those in zero-g

even sure I would take it as yet but
probably would have it in your
calculation policeman on an Instamatic a
goose but other professionals people do
not be solemn anything goes to me
totally into chichi Tampa smoking 2000
years of ownership for affiliate Roberto
burna boy stuff achievement academy
source and at launch my wife will come
she's Russian she stays in houston with
my daughter she will come very quickly
here for the launch and then go back
again to use them in a stock demers not
even a booster let’s just use things
with you he who can muster recovery
lucky it wasn't a central Kentucky music

and I have a lot of course family in

Italy my mother is 77 I have one sister

two brothers about 200 cousins yes

that's what this ayah says because

wherever we meet in the darkness is a

this is my cousin technically this is

the Italian much racing SecDef mama down

Marcus you're straight or perhaps the

book suit why you little brat officious

your pistol sasha Cohen state is what I

this article do it on royal rottenness

and and they've decided to stay all in

my little town organize a a big event
and watch with the real live video the

00:06:00,990 --> 00:06:07,550
launch and participate with us with the

00:06:03,149 --> 00:06:13,399
whole crew in this way being there there

00:06:07,550 --> 00:06:16,348
but they are so with us polygon space

00:06:13,399 --> 00:06:18,329
thank you gonna have some time but

00:06:16,348 --> 00:06:29,538
catherine catherine has an answer this

00:06:18,329 --> 00:06:29,538
question yet because a generation

00:06:29,598 --> 00:06:44,939
possible so we moved Mitchell mission

00:06:36,319 --> 00:06:46,560
understand oh no all I could have just

00:06:44,939 --> 00:06:59,459
said that will probably won't help any

00:06:46,560 --> 00:07:04,019
spare time and I think I'm going to talk

00:06:59,459 --> 00:07:08,158
to my family a lot but will say question

00:07:04,019 --> 00:07:10,680
to you in what particular instance does

00:07:08,158 --> 00:07:12,849
the backup crew step in instead of the

00:07:10,680 --> 00:07:18,199
prime crew
this won't probably take place the backup crew a right step and one at the baikonur but it's very very unlikely they're in trouble is anybody of you going to have an internet blog and to keep it updated all the time as your former colleague said well this is a brief question but it needs a long long answer yes they're going to keep up this excellent addition we are going to send down photos we are going to have a blog and when our time discussing with design it's going to help fund will go and take into account experience which the
previous crew have had so this tradition

will be maintained well kept and

continued so yes we are going to end

with it thank you very much everybody

thank you for questions thank you for answers have a good flight at a safe flight

just

didn't it's big room control some

company and now plays a sec amount and a

loud voice where's the girl could you

please a lay the flowers and your left

hand so that it does not impede the view

yuri gagarin listo
you may just layer them gonna have to

make them stand

Sergei Korolev

Sarah get Carla maybe yeah

you guys you guys gonna do an apple

you can be private for zone you so I you

know I always have to walk to ask you to

keep up with everybody

I think I'm just

the kosel sheriff's officials did our

sure you did I say correctly the present

is here first different crew and then

the backup crew

you walk out what's up

00:10:41,259 --> 00:10:45,779
00:10:43,210 --> 00:10:45,780
00:13:38,720 --> 00:13:42,230
00:15:13,528 --> 00:15:18,799
00:15:38,059 --> 00:15:44,389
00:15:50,000 --> 00:15:58,220
00:15:56,600 --> 00:15:59,389
00:15:58,220 --> 00:16:01,810
00:15:59,389 --> 00:16:01,809
00:16:26,528 --> 00:16:34,958
00:16:30,370 --> 00:16:40,899
00:16:34,958 --> 00:16:44,489
00:16:40,899 --> 00:16:44,490
00:17:18,338 --> 00:17:22,929
00:17:46,710 --> 00:17:50,009
that's good

00:18:18,109 --> 00:18:21,109
sorry